One of the most remarkable and useful properties of a spatially converging lens system is its inherent ability to perform the Fourier transform; the same applies for the time-lens system. At the back focal plane of the time-lens, the spectral information can be instantaneously obtained in the time axis. By implementing temporal Fourier transform for spectroscopy applications, this time-lens-based architecture can provide orders of magnitude improvement over the state-of-art spatial-dispersion-based spectroscopy in terms of the frame rate. On the other hand, in addition to the single-lens structure, the multi-lens structures (e.g. telescope or wide-angle scope) will provide very versatile operating conditions. Leveraging the merit of instantaneous response, as well as the flexible lens structure, here we present a 100-MHz frame rate spectroscopy system -the parametric spectro-temporal analyzer (PASTA), which achieves 17 times zoom in/out ratio for different observation ranges.
One of the most remarkable and useful properties of a spatially converging lens system is its inherent ability to perform the Fourier transform; the same applies for the time-lens system. At the back focal plane of the time-lens, the spectral information can be instantaneously obtained in the time axis. By implementing temporal Fourier transform for spectroscopy applications, this time-lens-based architecture can provide orders of magnitude improvement over the state-of-art spatial-dispersion-based spectroscopy in terms of the frame rate. On the other hand, in addition to the single-lens structure, the multi-lens structures (e.g. telescope or wide-angle scope) will provide very versatile operating conditions. Leveraging the merit of instantaneous response, as well as the flexible lens structure, here we present a 100-MHz frame rate spectroscopy system -the parametric spectro-temporal analyzer (PASTA), which achieves 17 times zoom in/out ratio for different observation ranges.
T he optical spectrum acts as an information carrier of many dynamic chemical or physical phenomena, and ultrafast spectroscopy is able to directly observe the peptide conformational dynamics 1 . Moreover, examples of bio-imaging systems that rely on spectroscopy in the final end are coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy 2 and serial time-encoded amplified microscopy (STEAM) 3 . Therefore, how to capture the spectral information in an accurate and ultrafast manner is an essential problem, especially for some ultrafast or non-repetitive phenomena, such as for bio-imaging 4 or gas absorption 5 applications. One recent example about fluorescence imaging was the introduction of some nano-particles, which showed significant improvement on distinguishing against the autofluorescent background of the surrounding tissue 6 . However, in order to rapidly screen the attachment of the large number of particles, ultrafast spectroscopy is still required. The most conventional spectroscopic technique is based on the mechanical rotation of spatially dispersive components (e.g. diffraction grating); this achieves great spectral accuracy but limited operating speed 7 . More recently, another method called amplified dispersive Fourier transformation (ADFT) introduced the concept of single-shot and single-pixel data acquisition by dispersively stretching the spectrum of short pulses in the time domain 8, 9 . Although ADFT can be operated very fast, the restricted input pulse conditions and the relatively low detection sensitivity limit its operation range.
The accuracy of a spectroscopy system is fundamentally limited by Fourier transform theory; it can be defined by the effective time-bandwidth product (eTBP). Here, the time corresponds to the frame period T, and the bandwidth corresponds to the finest frequency resolution Dn. It is necessary for the frequency resolution Dn to be of the order of the width of the finest features of the spectrum. From Fourier transform theory we know that the scale of such features is of the order of 1/T. Hence a well-optimized system of this type should be such that the eTBP Dn 3 T , 1. This criterion can be used to quantify how close to the limit a particular system operates. It can also be used for comparing different systems of this type, and by contrast previous systems such as OSA and ADFT only have eTBP of the order of 5 3 10 8 and 200, respectively, much further away from this limit. For the precise definition of the eTBP, see the Methods.
Recently we proposed a new spectroscopy scheme called parametric spectro-temporal analyzer (PASTA), based on the time-lens focusing mechanism the wavelength-to-time mapping relation is completely determined by the dispersion value, which is not easy to adjust for a given spool of fiber.
A more comprehensive tool is essential in designing ultrafast spectroscopic systems, besides incorporating the observation range of ADFT and PASTA. It is preferable to develop additional mechanisms, so as to obtain a sharper spectral resolution or a wider wavelength range in various applications. In this article, we propose a unified approach for ultrafast spectroscopy in the time domain, by analogy with some spatial imaging systems. By pursuing this unified approach, we not only obtain a comprehensive understanding of ADFT and PASTA, but we also incorporate the concept of telescope and wide-angle scope into the PASTA system. As a result, while keeping the same output dispersion, we are able to achieve a flexible observation range by leveraging the spectrum zoom-in feature of a pair of time-lenses configured as a temporal telescope 12 . Applying this idea to the single-lens PASTA, we successfully improve the resolution from 0.02 nm to 0.005 nm, though the observation range is narrowed as well. As a result, we have achieved the record eTBP , 6.25, which is over 8 orders of magnitude improvement over conventional laboratory spectroscopy -optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, e.g. Yokogawa AQ6370C
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) eTBP , 5 3 10 8 , and of the order of the eTBP limit. Alternatively, when we configure this pair of time-lenses as a wide-angle scope, which can zoom out the spectrum under test, the wide-angle PASTA expands the observation range from 5 nm to 10 nm. In all these cases, we verify that the PASTA is particularly suitable for observing non-repetitive spectra or even unstable spectra by its dynamic process, without the need for any post-processing or synchronization. This unified approach opens a new horizon for ultrafast spectroscopy, as well as ultrafast bio-imaging applications.
Results
Implementation of temporal telescope or wide-angle scope by space-time duality. The discovery of the space-time duality between two apparently disparate physical phenomena, paraxial diffraction and narrow-band dispersion, helps to shed new light and understanding on both of them 14 . Therefore, some spatialdomain mechanisms, such as magnification/demagnification in imaging and Fourier transform, have also been demonstrated in the temporal domain [15] [16] [17] . To enlarge the spectral observation range (zoom in/out) in the temporal domain, we may also resort to its spatial counterpart, the camera system as shown in Fig. 1 . It illustrates four spatial imaging systems: the pinhole camera, the single-lens camera, the telescope camera, and the wide-angle camera. The first two configurations are analogous to the ADFT and the single-lens PASTA. In addition, the flexibility problem of the single-lens camera can be solved by a pair of lenses in the telescope/wide-angle camera as shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d), which zooms in/out to achieve different fields of view (FOV). Similarly, if we can implement a pair of time-lenses as in the telescope/wide-angle camera, the observation range of the PASTA will be greatly enhanced as shown in Fig. 1(e) .
We will start with the comparison of the pinhole camera and the single-lens camera ( Fig. 1(a) and (b) ), which are analogous to the ADFT and the single-lens PASTA in the temporal domain (the upper two panels in Fig. 1(e) , respectively). In the case of the pinhole camera, the smaller the hole, the sharper the image one can obtain (until diffraction becomes important), but at the expense of the brightness of the projected image (typical exposures range from 5 seconds to several hours) 18 . It can be observed from Fig. 1(e) that the pinhole size is analogous to the input pulsewidth of the ADFT; hence the shorter the pulsewidth, the sharper the spectral resolution one can obtain, but at the expense of the detection sensitivity, since only a small portion of the incoming light can pass through the limited time slot 9 . As the concept of focus does not apply to the pinhole camera, the distance from the pinhole to the sensor can be flexible; in the case of the ADFT mechanism, we can adjust the output dispersion to achieve different resolutions 19 . Furthermore, the introduction of the imaging lens in the camera greatly improves the resolution and the sensitivity over the pinhole camera, though both achieve the same FOV for the same image distance. As a result, the pinhole camera is mainly used for some artistic applications nowadays 18 . If the camera is focused on objects at infinity, the distance from the exit pupil to the sensor is equal to the focal length. It is the same concept for the single-lens PASTA configuration (the second panel in Fig. 1(e) ): as long as the output GDD is equal to the focal GDD (W o 5 W f ), better detection sensitivity and resolution can be achieved, because the larger pupil size (or temporal observation window) captures most of the incoming light 10, 11 . With the advancing development of the camera system, the concept of the telephoto lens (single lens with long focal length) or wideangle lens have greatly enhanced the observation capability of the camera, and some commercial single-lens reflex (SLR) cameras have achieved optical zoom in/out ratio over 16 (Nikon AF-S DX Nikkor 18-300 mm f/3.5-5.6 G) 20 . However, there are some problems for this adjustable single-lens system: (i) the telephoto lens requires a longer distance from the lens to the sensor; (ii) the wide-angle lens requires a larger temporal aperture. To reduce the physical dimension of the whole system, a pair of lenses with the function of the telescope or wide-angle scope is added in front of a standard singlelens camera, and this method can achieve the same functionality as the corresponding telephoto or wide-angle lens camera. According to the space-time duality, one can map this spatial mechanism into the temporal domain, as illustrated by the optical paths of the temporal ray diagrams in Fig. 1(e) . Here the eyepiece and the single camera lens are combined together as the second lens, since there is no distance between them 21 . The first lens (objective lens) images the infinitely distant objects close to the focal length of the eyepiece, and the second lens (combining the eyepiece and the original singlelens) further images it onto the sensor. In the temporal domain, this two-lens configuration largely reduces the dispersion, compared with the single telephoto time-lens (essential when large dispersion is involved as shown in the Methods). Keeping the same output dispersion, we can design the whole set of PASTA configurations with a specified zoom in/out ratio.
Detailed experimental setup for the telescope/wide-angle PASTA. There are two time-lenses involved in the telescope/wide-angle PASTA, and they are implemented by two stages of four-wave mixing (FWM). A pulsed source (2-ps pulsewidth) passing through different pump dispersions provides the swept pumps for two FWMs 22, 23 . It is noted that every stage of FWM also acts as a spectral mirror (or phase conjugator) 24 ; therefore, it is required to have an even number of stages to compensate this effect. This explains why in the single-lens PASTA configuration, the single time-lens was also implemented by two stages of FWM: the second-stage FWM pumped by a CW source (W p2 5 1' ps 2 ) only acted as a spectral mirror 10 . Since there is no dispersion between these two FWMs, the mid-span dispersion W m 5 0 ps 2 , as shown in Fig. 2(a) and Table 1 . In the case of the telescope/wide-angle PASTA, as in the space-lens, the distance between the two lenses is critical to control the divergence of the light beam; the mid-span dispersion (W m ) between the two time-lenses is important to adjust the wavelength-to-time ratio.
The overall setup can be simply viewed as two time-lenses inserted with a mid-span dispersion (W m ) and followed by the output dispersion (W o ), as shown in Fig. 2(a) . It is noticed that the time-lens and the dispersion processes change the chirp rate (the slope of the wavelength-to-time ratio) in a different manner, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). During the time-lens process, the wavelength separation is maintained but the temporal spacing is adjusted; while for the mid-span or output dispersions, the temporal spacing is maintained but the wavelength separation is adjusted 25 . For example, the input of the telescope PASTA (Fig. 2(b) ) starts from two close CW sources (parallel with small spacing). In time-lens 1, a small chirp rate is introduced by the large negative pump dispersion (W p1 by dispersion compensating fiber (DCF)), while the wavelength separation remains small. Then the positive mid-span dispersion (W m by single-mode fiber (SMF)) increases the chirp rate with fixed temporal spacing; therefore the wavelength separation is enlarged. In time-lens 2, the eyepiece (dashdotted line in Fig. 2(b) ) will convert the chirp rate into zero (parallel line). Since the wavelength separation is maintained and the temporal spacing is broadened, it realizes the function of telescope (spectral zoom in) 12 . Considering the eyepiece and the PASTA lens are combined together as a single time-lens 2, namely by introducing a slightly larger pump dispersion (W p2 by DCF, the solid line in Fig. 2(b) ). Therefore, the wavelength-to-time ratio is reversed after time-lens 2, and can be compressed by the negative output dispersion (W o by DCF), which keeps increasing the chirp rate. To sum up, the telescope PASTA achieves high spectral resolution by increasing the temporal spacing; the opposite is true for the wide-angle configuration, which achieves a wide wavelength range by decreasing the temporal spacing, as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
For either telescope or wide-angle PASTA, four spools of dispersive fibers are involved, including two pump dispersions (W p1 and W p2 ), the mid-span dispersion (W m ), and the output dispersion (W o ). The detailed dispersion configurations (including the fiber length and the GDD) of the telescope/wide-angle PASTA are shown in Table 1 . The time-lens focusing mechanism requires that these four GDD values satisfy certain relations, and the zoom in/out ratio is also determined by these dispersions (for a quantitative description of the GDD relation, see the Methods).
Stationary performance. Although all these PASTA configurations are capable of capturing dynamic or stationary spectrum evolution with 100-MHz frame rate 10 , stationary CW sources are easier to be quantitatively characterized than single-shot counterparts. The timelens focusing mechanism can focus the CW sources into temporal pulses; however, due to the limited detection bandwidth (16 GHz), the shortest detectable electrical pulsewidth is 40 ps. Noted that although there are some timing jitters, the relative accuracy will not be degraded, since the whole frame is shifted synchronously within a single-shot spectrum. In other words, the timing jitter only offsets the absolute wavelength (which can be calibrated later), but not the relative wavelength position.
The stationary performance of the PASTA configurations measured with the CW source is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 3 . First, the telescope PASTA has much larger timing jitter (400 ps), as shown in Fig. 3(a) , because the timing jitter of the swept-pump was enlarged during the spectral zoom-in process. Second, the ideal pulse amplitude reflects the intensity of the signal under test, but it is degraded by the two-stage FWM process, especially the intensity fluctuation of the swept pump. It is observed from Fig. 3(c) and (e) that the intensity fluctuation is around 20% of the peak power. The telescope/wideangle PASTA shows 8-dB better detection sensitivity (240 dBm) than that of the single-lens PASTA (232 dBm). This is because in the single-lens PASTA, the second stage FWM was pumped by a CW source, and the lower stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) threshold limited its conversion efficiency 26 .
To observe the multi-wavelength response of these PASTA configurations, under different zoom in/out ratio, four approximately equally-spaced CW sources were launched into the PASTAs with different separations. First, in the case of the telescope PASTA, four CW sources were roughly spaced by 0.1 nm (black solid line in Fig. 3(b) ), and it achieved much sharper spectral resolution (0.005 nm) than a conventional OSA (Agilent 86142B, 0.06 nm, the red dash-dotted line) 29 . Since the observation range of the single-lens PASTA was 5 nm, the wavelength spacing was increased to 1 nm as shown in Fig. 3(d) . Similarly, the wavelength spacing was increased to 1.9 nm for the wide-angle PASTA, as shown in Fig. 3(f) . These two configurations also show better resolution compared to the OSA. Moreover, the single-lens PASTA has a uniform intensity envelope (Fig. 3(d) ), compared to the telescope/wide-angle PASTA. The intensity envelope over the observation wavelength range was determined by the temporal aperture of the second-stage time-lens (or FWM). For the single-lens PASTA, the second-stage FWM was pumped by a CW source, so the temporal aperture covered the whole period, and achieved uniform conversion efficiency 10, 26 . On the contrary, as in the case of telescope PASTA, the stretched pump pulsewidth was 500 ps (temporal aperture), and the wavelength detuned from the central wavelength will have a low conversion efficiency. Similarly for the wide-angle PASTA case (bottom of the Fig. 1(e) ), where the first diverging time-lens expands the beam size, and part of energy will not be covered by the limited temporal aperture (2 ns) of the second time-lens.
Besides using CW sources to quantify the performance of the PASTA system, we can also observe a variety of pulse sources. For some low repetition rate short pulses (,1 GHz), the ADFT configuration is still preferable, owing to its ease of implementation; in the PASTA system, some intensity noise is introduced through the twostage FWM (see Supplementary Information), and the energy converging to enhance the sensitivity no longer exists. However, beyond the ADFT observation window, PASTA can observe the aforementioned CW source, as well as higher repetition rate pulse trains (.1 GHz, e.g. 10-GHz communication source), or some non-periodic signals (e.g. a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) data sequence). These results are shown in Fig. 4 , where we used a 10-GHz communication pulse source (Alnair, MLLD-100). Figure 4 (a) is its spectrum obtained by the conventional OSA, while Fig. 4(b) is its real-time spectrum obtained by our 100-MHz single-lens PASTA system, which shows better resolution over the OSA system. If we further add a 2 7 PRBS data sequence to modulate this pulse train, its spectrum obtained by the PASTA system is shown as Fig. 4(c) : the overall intensity drops, while the 5-GHz sub-frequencies rise.
Discussion
In this article, we present, for the first time, single-shot spectrum measurements of dynamic spectra using a pair of time-lenses. We achieved 17 times optical zoom in/out ratio with frame rate of 100 MHz. These PASTA configurations greatly relax the input conditions of the signal under test, which can be an arbitrary waveform across the observation window and without the need for any postprocessing and synchronization. By overcoming the limitation of the SBS threshold in the single-lens PASTA, the telescope/wide-angle PASTA achieves detection sensitivity as low as 240 dBm, as well as over 1000 of dynamic range. The functionality of the telescope/ wide-angle PASTA was tested here with stationary CW sources, and the ultrafast dynamic spectrum acquisition was demonstrated based on the single-lens PASTA. The maximum observation span of 256 ms was not fundamental but simply limited by the available memory depth of 20.5 mega-points at sampling rate of 80-GSa/s.
However, it should be noted that the currently demonstrated observation wavelength bandwidth (5-10 nm) of the PASTA restricts its applications. According to the aforementioned discussion, the observation bandwidth is primarily limited by the wave- . Recent development of dispersion-engineered nonlinear media, especially the silicon nanowaveguide, helped to achieve 300-nm wavelength conversion bandwidth on the single-side of FWM 30 . Therefore, implementing the PASTA system in such kind of device would make it not only more compact, but also promising for achieving over 100-nm observation bandwidth (see Supplementary Information) . It is noted that, larger bandwidth resulted in lower repetition rate, to avoid any overlapping between the neighboring period, e.g. 100-nm bandwidth requires a 200-ns time window. In addition to enlarging the existing bandwidth, it is also possible to develop a PASTA system centered in a different wavelength region. A benefit from the two-stage FWM structure, which compensates the accompanying phase conjugation, is that it guarantees that the pump dispersion and the output dispersion are of the same type (normal or anomalous). This feature is essential for some wavelength bands, where it can only provide large values of normal dispersion (e.g. at 1 mm and visible range). Consequently, we believe that the channelized configuration (PASTAs covering different wavelength bands operating simultaneously) will further enhance its spectral resolving ability.
On the other hand, these PASTA prototypes have not been optimized for detection sensitivity and noise figure performance 31 . Figure 5 illustrates the basic structure of the single-lens PASTA system: two cascaded FWM-based wavelength conversion stages, as well as a booster amplifier in between. According to the aforementioned measurement, the signal sensitivity ranged from 232 dBm to 0 dBm, which were treated as the references for our analysis. The variations of the signal power between these boundaries are shown in Fig. 5(a) . Here, we employed a 24-GHz PIN photodetector (Agilent, 83440D), with detection sensitivity down to 220 dBm. To further enhance the detection sensitivity, another booster amplifier was inserted in the front, as the dashed triangle shown in Fig. 5 . It is noticed that there is a 20-dB improvement for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the output dispersion; since during the temporal converging process, the signal distributed across the 10-ns period was accumulated into the 50-ps pulsewidth. Therefore, the temporal intensity was enhanced by 20 dB. On the other hand, the distribution of the noise was unchanged such that the signal SNR was improved by 20 dB. With more accurate noise figure control, we believe that the PASTA system can achieve detection sensitivity as low as 250 dBm, which corresponds to 781 photons within the 10-ns time period.
As an overview of ultrafast spectrum measurements, the whole category of the PASTA system has enriched the capability of our tool box. The advent of the ADFT technology started the era of the temporal spectrum analyzer, and it is easy to implement with stable results, however it is only capable of measuring some low-repetitionrate short pulses (see Supplementary Information) . To enlarge the temporal observation window, a time-lens was first included in the single-lens PATSA system. Although it introduces intensity noise as well, for the first time the PASTA system makes long pulse measurements possible as an ultrafast temporal spectrum analyzer: it can characterize CW sources as well as some non-periodic waveforms. To further enhance the wavelength observation range of PASTA, a two-time-lens structure was introduced here, which renders temporal spectrum measurements more versatile. Each mechanism has its optimum application range. For example, if we observe low-repetition-rate short pulses by PASTA, the time-lens will become useless (or transparent), and introduce extra intensity noise; the result will be worse than that of the simple ADFT configuration. 
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Single-lens PASTA sensitivity is worse than for the telescope/wide-angle configuration, because in the second-stage FWM, the SBS threshold limited the CW pump power.
Since the FROG and the ADFT systems primarily measure the short pulse, here the sensitivity refers to the peak power of the pulse.
Here the wavelength range is only for this specified application, the DFT process can be operated on much wider wavelength range, e.g. over 100 nm. To conclude, we proposed and demonstrated a unified approach for ultrafast spectroscopy in the time domain, by analogy with some spatial imaging systems. By pursuing this unified approach, we not only obtained a comprehensive understanding of ADFT and PASTA, but we also incorporated the concept of telescope and wide-angle scope into the PASTA system, which achieved larger bandwidth and better detection sensitivity than previous techniques. The analogy with the telescope and the wide-angle scope makes the PASTA system versatile for observing different wavelength ranges. Compared with previous approaches which are not time-efficient, the PASTA www.nature.com/scientificreports system is approaching the Fourier transform limit, with the effective time-bandwidth product down to 6.25. The whole set of PASTA configurations provides a flexible and ultrafast spectroscopy tool, and we therefore expect that this approach can be the basis for some imaging applications in areas where rapid spectral acquisition is essential.
Methods
Effective time-bandwidth product (eTBP). Some limitations apply to systems designed to acquire the optical spectra of signals. To quantify these limitations we introduce four parameters. First, in the case of systems operated with a scanning process (e.g. OSA and BOSA), or large temporal window with arbitrary signal (e.g. PASTA), we have the first two parameters: the temporal frame period T fr , and the frequency resolution of the system Dn res . From Fourier transform theory we know that the best resolution Dn res which can be achieved is of the order of 1/T fr . Second, in the case of systems observing short-pulse signals (e.g. ADFT and FROG), we have the other two parameters: the temporal width of the signal T p , and the corresponding size of the smallest details of the frequency spectrum Dn p . From Fourier transform theory we have Dn p < 1/T p . Since the stretched spectrum or the operation process occupies a longer time span, the frame period T fr is usually much larger than the short pulsewidth T p . To provide a fair comparison between all these different possibilities, we should take the larger T fr in the TBP calculation. Therefore, we define an effective TBP, as follows:
Dispersion relation. Since the time-lenses are implemented by FWM, the focal GDD is half of the pump GDD, W f 5 W p /2. For the first time-lens, infinitely distant objects are imaged at the focal plane, W f1 away from the first time-lens. For the second timelens, since the two time-lenses are spaced by W m , the object GDD should be (W f1 1 W m ), and the image GDD is equal to the output GDD W o . Therefore, the temporal imaging relation is:
Considering the zoom in/out ratio, it is required to separate the second time-lens (W f2 ) into the eyepiece of the scope (W e 5 2W f1 2 W m ) and the single PASTA timelens (W f 5 W o ). Therefore, the zoom in ratio can be expressed by:
Dispersive fibers. DCF has much larger dispersion-to-loss ratio than standard SMF-28, which means SMF can provide the same amount of dispersion but with larger insertion loss. For example, the 2-ns/nm output dispersion by DCF introduces 8-dB insertion loss; if replaced by SMF with equal dispersion, the loss will be up to 30 dB. For the alternative configuration of the telescope PASTA, the telephoto lens requires 10 times larger dispersion, and the minimum insertion loss would be 80 dB, almost impossible to compensate. Two erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) were inserted to compensate for the FWM conversion efficiency.
Trigger signal. It is essential to calibrate multi-frames (separation and re-alignment), since all spectral frames are captured as an entire trace from the real-time oscilloscope. There are two approaches for obtaining this trigger signal: (a) directly from the pump pulses, though this can only recover the relative spectral positions; (b) generated by injecting a CW source with known wavelength into the PASTA, which can recover the precise spectral frames. Here, we employed the latter approach.
Noise figure. In general optical amplification or wavelength conversion processes, the increase of the noise power is usually larger than that of the signal, and noise figure is the measure of the degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio: F n 5 SNR in / SNR out . In most photonic systems, more than one component introduces noise, and it is essential to calculate the cascaded noise figure. The following equation (Friis' formula) is used to calculate the cascaded noise figure:
where N is the number of stages 31 . As this equation shows, the cascaded noise figure is mostly affected by the noise figure of components closest to the input of the system. In the PASTA system, the signal channel is mainly composed of the EDFAs and the FWM-based wavelength converters. For an ideal EDFA with n sp 5 1, the noise figure can be expressed as: F n 5 2 2 1/G 30 . In the wavelength conversion process, the conversion efficiency g is critical, and the quantumlimited noise figure can be expressed as: F n 5 2 1 1/g 32 . If this conversion is accompanied with amplification (G), then the noise figure becomes: F n 5 2G/(G-1) 33 .
